[The place of targeted treatments: receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors].
Targeted biological treatments are aimed at correcting one or several abnormalities inherent to cancer cells by specifically affecting one or several identified abnormal cell mechanisms. Many signalisation pathways involve membrane receptors of the tyrosine kinase receptor family, notably the HER receptors (with, first-line, EGFR or epidermal growth factor receptor) and the VEGF receptors. These receptors can be blocked either by a monoclonal antibody directed against the ligand (i.e., bevacizumab or anti-VEGF Avastin) or against the extra-cellular segment of the receptor (i.e., cetuximab or anti-EGFR Erbitux) or by tyrosine kinase inhibitors of the intracellular segment of the receptor (i.e., gefitinib or Iressa and erlotinib or Tarceva). The preliminary studies with these new treatments in pulmonary oncology are presented.